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Perfect roadster action!

Wunderlich components for the BMW R 1250 R Roadster
It does it all: The new BMW R 1250 R. You could say „Well,
never change a running system“, when you gaze upon the
BMW R 1250 R for the first time. On the surface you can see
that the front spoiler beneath the engine and the radiator fairing have been modestly modified. The real changes are
much deeper and can be found in the cylinder heads of the
popular roadster. It is the latest generation with the outstanding 1250 cc engine that adds higher cylinder capacity and a
technical treat: ShiftCam technology, which means the intake
camshaft can add two cam profiles: one for torque-defined
riding at low, moderate revolutions and a cam profile when
you need power. Why do this? Because the fantastic engine
simply brings joy and increases efficiency at the same time.
You don‘t feel a thing when you switch the cam profile while
riding. This is technology that pleases: In the city, on country
roads and on long trips, fast journeys, as well as during
relaxed rides across the country.

Roadster action: BMW R 1250 R with Wunderlich-components

Wunderlich has already presented a comprehensive and
diverse range for the BMW R 1250 GS, GS Adventure and RT.
The Sinzig-based BMW accessory specialists‘ development
department has already done great work on the 2019 BMW R
1250 R to make it even more perfect.

relaxed ergonomics - and not just on long journeys - without
losing any of the dynamics. Incidentally, they ensure a better
overview of the traffic situation through the more upright
posture.

Here are just a few of the highlights:

Wunderlich engine protection bar for the
BMW R 1250 R

»R-MARATHON« windscreen
The new »R-MARATHON« windscreen developed by Wunderlich especially for the R 1250 R offers wind and weather protection almost without turbulence thanks to the well-known
perfect aerodynamic design. It has been developed especially for the R 1250 R and integrates harmoniously into the
design of the roadster, protecting and relieving the entire
upper body. There‘s nothing preventing from a relaxed ride.

»AKTIVKOMFORT« rider seat Standard/high |
Passenger seat Standard
The »AKTIVKOMFORT« rider seat is already a classic in the
Sinzig team‘s product range. It provides optimised weight
distribution thanks to the contoured layer composition of the
cushion developed by Wunderlich, which comes with integrated coccyx relief. It demonstrates perfect comfort and unrestrained suitability for long journeys. Wunderlich offers the
rider and passenger seat as „Standard“ in the original
height. In addition the rider seat also comes as a „high“ version with a height increase of approximately +30 mm. It is
especially suitable for large individuals and also provides a
relaxed knee angle.

Handlebar riser

Wunderlich engine protection bars increase passive safety
and contribute to more relaxed riding! The Rheinlanders
offer two concepts for the BMW R 1250 R at the same time:
The long since proven engine protection bar in its base construction and now the »SPORT« version for those sporty
riders.

Engine protection bar made of stainless steel
The engine protection bars from Wunderlich impress in two
ways: design and functionality. They aren‘t characterised by
clumsy design. Just the opposite: their design is coordinated
to the contours of the Boxer engine, they integrate into the
design and emphasis the look of the 1250s. They‘re also characterised by the fact that in case of a crash or fall, the acting
forces are optimally dipersed across the structure of the protection bars to the durable attachment points. This reduces
force spikes and secondary damage to the motorcycle. Anyone going to this much effort also chooses the material carefully: the protection bars are thus fundamentally made of 25
mm precision stainless steel tubing that is precisely formed
on CNC pipe bending machines and then clean welded.
The Rheinlanders offer the stainless steel engine protection
bars in pure stainless steel, glass bead blasted and electropolished, in black, in HP blue and - currently in high demand
- in white. The colour versions are powder-coated.

The handlebar risers from Wunderlich are known for their
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And very new: the »SPORT« engine protection
bar
The latest engine protection bar construction from Wunderlich is available in white or black: The »SPORT« engine protection bar, which follows the same design and construction
criteria as all engine protection bars from Wunderlich and
incorporates the contours of the new R 1250 R. In order to
live up to its sporty use, it is made out of powder-coated 16
mm precision steel tubing and weight-optimised.

»SPORT« tank bag from Wunderlich »ELEPHANT« range
Many BMW R 1250 Rs are used as daily drivers. Wunderlich
offers the »SPORT« tank bag, which is ideal for this kind of
use and works as a perfect all-rounder for lots of occasions.
It can be fastened in a jiffy with the LOXX quick release. With
E-Connect access.

BMW R 1250 R with Wunderlich-components

Wunderlich offers high-quality components for all current
BMW motorcycle models and lots of older model series.
Recently also via clear and well laid out app!
Weblinks:
www.wunderlich.de/en/
www.bmw-r1250r.com
www.wunderlich.app
Contact:
Wunderlich GmbH
Felix Wunderlich
(Authorized Officer / Head of Product Management and Development)
Kranzweiherweg 12
D-53489 Sinzig-Gewerbepark
Phone.: +49 (0) 2642 9798-165‘
Mail: fw@wunderlich.de
Web: www.wunderlich.de/en/

BMW R 1250 R with Wunderlich-components
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Overview: just a few of the highlights
You can find more components at www.bmw-r1250r.com
Item no.

Designation

Price

30450-23x

Wunderlich »R-MARATHON« windscreen - clear | smoked grey

189,90 €

30900-110

Wunderlich »AKTIVKOMFORT« rider seat - standard height - black

349,00 €

30900-120

Wunderlich »AKTIVKOMFORT« rider seat - high +30 mm - black

349,00 €

30900-220

Wunderlich »AKTIVKOMFORT« passenger seat - standard height - black

299,00 €

31000-301

Wunderlich »ERGO+« handlebar riser - silver

119,90 €

31000-111

Wunderlich handlebar riser for models without a BMW sat nav - 25 mm - silver

31000-211

Wunderlich handlebar riser for models with BMW sat nav

119,90 €

26442-xxx

Wunderlich engine protection bar R 1250 R - White | Blue | Black | Stainless steel

289,00 €

31740-30x

Wunderlich »SPORT« engine protection bar - black | white

239,00 €

20653-400

Wunderlich »ELEPHANT SPORT« tank bag - black

169,90 €

89,90 €

Price incl. 19% VAT - Please note: The price may vary due to the country specific VAT.
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Wunderlich »R-MARATHON« clear windscreen ...

...or smoked grey - Item No.: 30450-23x

Wunderlich »AKTIVKOMFORT« rider seat standard height or +30
mm - Item No.: 30900-11x

Wunderlich »AKTIVKOMFORT« passenger seat
Item No.: 30900-220

Wunderlich »ERGO+« handlebar riser - Item No.: 31000-301

Wunderlich handlebar riser +25 mm for models with and without
sat nav - Item No.: 31000-111 | -211
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Wunderlich engine protection bar R 1250 R in white...
Item No.: 26442-004

...in blue...
Item No.: 26442-005

...in black...
Item No.: 26442-002

...and in stainless steel, glass bead blasted and electro polished...
Item No.: 26442-000

Wunderlich »SPORT« engine protection bar is available in black and
white - Item No.: 31740-30x

Wunderlich »ELEPHANT SPORT« tank bag - Item No.: 20653-400
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